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“I’d put my money on the sun
and the solar energy. What a
source of power! I hope we
don’t have to wait until oil
and coal run out before we
tackle that.”
- Thomas A. Edison, 1931

About Us
J-Energy being initially established in Europe in 1979 and in Middle
East in 2015, is one of the world leading digitalized sustainable
energy provider, with outstanding presence across the global
markets through our representative offices in [●], specialized in the
securing & provisioning of sustainable energy, storage &
consumption, as well as contributing in the digitalization & growth of
the sustainable energy sector.
J-Energy offers fully fledged solutions that are specially tailored to fit
the needs of its customers in terms of energy usage, with optimum
capability & flexibility to design, develop and manufacture
customizable energy saving products & solutions such as PV
inverters, energy storage products, smart energy management
system, etc…
J-Energy always seeks to develop & implement innovative
technologies that aim to leverage the quality of the services being
offered and expand its service offerings to reach various caterpillars
& industries such as residential, commercial and industrial end users
across the globe thus contributing in the making of an eco-green &
user friendly sustainable energy which every energy end user shall
optimally benefit from hence aiming to contribute in enhancing the
global environmental health.

Vision & Mission
Our Vision

We aim to be at the forefront of the
highest technologies, to become the
largest intelligent sustainable energy
ecosystem for humankind, and to build
the famous brand residential solar
inverter and hybrid inverter solution
provider thus promoting solar energy
utilization worldwide.

Our Mission

To exceed our customer’s expectations
with technological innovations
especially the solar system, enable
them to benefit from the sustainable
energy and to create a health and
intelligent living environment for
humankind.

Our Services
01.

Solar Energy

J-Energy offers the latest solar technology through
catering advanced solar panels, which convert
sunlight energy efficiently into electrical energy for
optimal electrical energy use in terms of batteries or
thermal storage.

03.

Maintenance, Support &
Consultancy

J-Energy provides a wide range of services
necessary to be conducted after sales mainly
support and maintenance, ensuring the adequate
service deployment and its functionality thus meeting
primarily our customer’s needs. In addition, we offer
consultancy services to aid and guide our clients to
fulfil their needs in shortest time possible.

02.

Implementation &
Installation

J-Energy caters the top notch implementation and
installation services aligning with the best applicable
global norms and standards to ensure the optimum
safety measures, efficiency and quality.
Our customer satisfaction is our main priority.

04.

AI & Smart metering

J-Energy provides advanced smart solutions for a
real time monitoring and measuring the power
consumption remotely, without any human
interference or manipulation in power usage hence
ensuring every energy end user to benefit from the
usage of sustainable energy fairly and adequately.
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Founded in Europe in
1979, established in
Middle East in 2015 and
set up its representative
offices in different
countries and regions.

Launched residential
storage solution and
expanded energy storage
businesses in the Middle
East.

Launched solar panels
and inverters, the battery
ready solution for solar
energy storage in the
Middle East.

Launched the
technological innovation,
AI smart metering in the
Middle East.

Our Achievements

Services

4

Projects

Clients

113

56

CEO message

Mr. Wissam Al Jamal – CEO of J-Energy
Amidst the global environmental pandemic that the world
has been witnessing, J-Energy is striving to provide its
best innovative technologies for aiding and supporting the
global communities to adapt and use sustainable
energy, expanding the sustainable energy growth and
coverage to widest scopes in order to enable every
energy end user to effectively and resourcefully benefit
from this sustainable energy. In addition, our purpose
affirms that the importance of living in a healthy
environment is a must need for every individual, thus
preserving the natural resources of our mother nature
which enforce us to contribute in building a clean,
affordable, sustainable, and reliable future for the
upcoming generations.

“Go green, go clean, to save the world for our children.”

Thank You

